We investigate how different replication policies ranging from least aggressive to most aggressive affect the level of preservation achieved by autonomic processes used by web objects (WOs). Based on simulations of small-world graphs of WOs created by the Unsupervised Small-World algorithm, we report quantitative and qualitative results for graphs ranging in order from 10 to 5000 WOs. Our results show that a moderately aggressive replication policy makes the best use of distributed host resources by not causing spikes in CPU resources nor spikes in network activity while meeting preservation goals. We examine different approaches that WOs can communicate with each other and determine the how long it would take for a message from one WO to reach a specific WO, or all WOs.
Introduction
Much of our current cultural heritage exists only in digital format and digital preservation approaches rely on the longterm commitment of individuals, institutions, and companies to preserve this heritage. The length of time that an individual will be engaged in preservation activities is, by definition, limited to their lifetime (and probably just the middle part of Computer Science Department, Old Dominion University, 4700 Elkhorn Ave, Suite 3300, Norfolk, VA 23529-0162, USA that life). Even those few years may be longer than institutions and companies would be willing to undertake digital preservation. Institutions and companies may cease to exist or be unwilling or unable to meet their original preservation commitments. If this happens, then the digital files and their information (our heritage) may become irretrievably lost. The acknowledgment that much of our personal and cultural heritage exists only in digital format, and the recognition that there is a real risk of total loss through accident [59] or change in business goals [35] has been recognized in academic reports and papers [34] and is starting to be recognized in the popular press [55, 58] . While recognizing that companies and institutions claim that they will preserve web objects (WOs) for a long time, there are acknowledgments that this is a service offered at a cost and that the cost must be paid by someone willing to have the data preserved.
Our motivation is to change the focus from preservation services administered by repositories or institutions (a repository centric perspective) to one where the data preserve themselves (a data-centric perspective). We continue to investigate this data-centric perspective through the use of the Unsupervised Small-World (USW) graph creation algorithm [12] [13] [14] [15] where we have shown that web objects (WOs) instrumented with just a few rules can form into small-world graphs. The focus of this work is to augment the prior work of forming networks between disparate WOs with the capability of individual WOs to create a number of copies of themselves for preservation purposes. We extend this body of work by focusing on determining when copies should be created during the USW process and what are the communication impacts of different preservation policies.
Additionally, we examine different approaches that WOs can communicate with each other and determine the how long it would take for a message from one WO to reach a specific WO, or all WOs. Based on these examinations, we identify the characteristics of an ideal WO to WO communication mechanism.
Related work
This work is at the convergence of digital library repositories and network theory. To provide the context of understanding the contributions of this research, we first briefly review the status of how objects are stored in repositories, as well as the nature and types of various networks or graphs.
Repositories
Repositories range from theoretical to ready-to-download. They include frameworks or architectural proposals such as Stanford Archival Vault (SAV) [17] . Others, are middleware systems, ready to be the core repository technology in a local deployment, like Fedora [40] . Some systems are complete and ready to deploy. These include DSpace [52] , Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe (LOCKSS) [33] , and aDORe [54] . DSpace is an institutional repository, intended to archive the intellectual output of a university's faculty and students. LOCKSS allows libraries to create "dark archives" of publishers' websites. If the publishers' contents are lost, the dark archives are activated and the content is available again. Controlled Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe (CLOCKSS) is a not-for-profit organization that is the embodiment of LOCKSS for that content whose originators are no longer available [44] . The total risk of loss using LOCKSS is mitigated through many sites archiving content of their own choosing.
Depending on an institution's requirements, the systems described above can be quite attractive. But there is an implicit assumption in any repository system: that there is a person, community, or institution that exists to tend to the repository. What happens when the responsible organization no longer exists? There are repository trading and synchronization provisions (e.g., [18] ), but most are specific to a particular repository architecture.
Cooperative File Systems (CFS) [19] , Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP) [5] , Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [41] , and OceanStore [46] are among several generic network storage systems and APIs that have also been proposed. CFS and OceanStore rely on distributed hash tables and an overlay network to locate content in the Internet. Systems with such additional levels of shared infrastructure have not been widely deployed. IBP and SRB are more traditional in their repository design and have enjoyed greater deployment. SRB (and its follow-on, iRODs [42] ) has a user community similar in size to LOCKSS and Fedora.
Each of the approaches listed above inherently relies on human and institution intervention in the digital preserva-tion activities of refreshing and migration [50, 56] . Digital preservation activities of emulation and metadata attachment are outside our context in this paper. Over time humans die and their personal archives can become lost, institutions may lose funding or have a change in ownership and, therefore, be unable to continue their preservation activities. As the amount of digital data continues to grow at an exponential rate [24] , the organizational and human cost to keep up with traditional approaches can become overwhelming [47, 48] . An alternative approach is to revisit the definition of a WO and to incorporate into that definition the idea that the WO is empowered to make replication copies of itself for the purposes of preservation.
We have proposed placing the preservation requirements on the web objects and imbuing them with internal controls and data to enable them to undertake their own preservation. We have proposed fundamentals of these ideas and their mechanisms in [12] [13] [14] [15] . We continue to expand on these ideas by focusing on when a web object (WO) should endeavor to make preservation copies of itself. The timing of when to create these preservation copies has impacts on host CPU and network bandwidth utilization.
Graph construction
Our approach for the construction of a small-world network of WOs for self-preservation is different than others have used or proposed. We define a small-world graph as one that has a high clustering coefficient when compared to a randomly created graph and an average path length proportional to the number of nodes in the graph [57] . The Watts-Strogatz approach to constructing such a graph is to take a lattice graph of some degree k and order n and perturb the links to create a graph with small-world characteristics. Some approaches make connections between nodes (or WOs) based on the proportion of the destination node's degree count [4, 32, 39] , a kind of preferential attachment or fitness policy. Yet another type of approach takes an existing graph and then grows a small-world by the addition of new links [22, 23, 27, 31] . Or, by connecting a node to a fixed number of vertices based on their degree [8] , or even creating a small-world graph from a random one [25] . Newman provides a survey of small-world graph construction techniques in [38] . Our USW approach, can use preferential attachment to select the first node when adding a new node to an existing graph, but after the first node selection, the USW algorithm controls where the node fits into the graph and how many edges are created to other nodes in the system. USW is the only small-world graph creation algorithm that we know of where connections are made between nodes based only on information that the node gleans from the existing graph prior to making its first connection.
Self-preserving web objects
We consider WOs to be in the tradition of Kahn-Wilensky and related implementations [30, 37] . For the research presented here, the WO implementation is not specified; WOs are postulated to have the capability to carry a "payload" (e.g., one or more HTML, PDF, images, or other files), associated descriptive, structural, and administrative metadata, the necessary code for initiating HTTP connections, and making copies of itself to other repositories on the web as per the rules described below (Sect. 3.2). This paper expands the theories from our previous work and informs our reference implementation [10] using the HTTP mailbox to provide WO to WO communication [1,2].
Various perspectives of a collection of WOs
A collection of WOs can be viewed from a graph theoretical perspective and be made up of vertices and undirected edges. Each WO is a vertex and each link is an undirected edge. Each WO contains the identities of WOs that are in its k-neighborhood (k = 1), and each WO uncovers the identities of its k-neighborhood through a discovery process based on WO's local knowledge of the graph.
A collection of WOs exist as a series of bits on a physical medium and require a finite amount of space. WOs communicate between themselves using a local network infrastructure when they are activated (a user browses to them, or as the result of a local maintenance activity). A system administrator will be willing to allocate effectively an infinite amount of space to locally created WOs, but only a finite amount of space to remotely created WOs that are attempting to put their preservation copies on local resources.
Just as there are orthogonal views of a collection of WOs, within a simulation there can be different views of time. In our event-driven simulation, a simulation event S e is equivalent to simulation time S t , S e ≡ S t . A time slice T slice = 10S e . A time step T step = S e 3500 + T slice * step.
Flocking for preservation
Reynolds's seminal paper on "boids" (his term for bird-like objects) [45] demonstrated that three simple rules were sufficient to simulate the complex behaviors of schools of fish, flocks of birds, herds of animals and the like. The rules themselves are simple and yet the behaviors that emerge are complex and realistic. The remarkable feature about these rules is that they are scale-free and knowing the entire order of the network is not required. We believe these rules can be adapted to create self-preserving WOs with similarly complex emergent behaviors. The transcription of Reynolds's rules from a boid to a WO perspective are discussed below.
Collision avoidance WOs flocking to a new repository cannot overwrite each other (collide in physical storage), nor collide in namespaces (have the same URI). This is orthogonal to the naming mechanism used: URIs, URN handles, DOIs, globally unique identifiers (GUIDS) or content addressable naming schemes [43] .
Velocity matching All members of a herd, or school, or flock move at roughly the same speed. With boids, the idea is to travel the same speed as your neighbors. Interpreting velocity as resource consumption (i.e., storage space) enables this rule to be applied to a WO environment. Specifically, a WO should try to consume as much, and only as much, storage as everyone else. In resource-rich environments (lots of storage space available on lots of hosts), making as many copies of yourself as you would like is easy. When storage becomes scarce, this becomes more difficult. WOs must be able to delete copies of themselves from different archives to make room for late arriving WOs in low-storage situations. WOs will never delete the last copy of themselves to make room for new WOs, but they will delete copies of themselves to come down from a soft threshold (e.g., 10 copies) down to a hard threshold (e.g., 3). When resources become plentiful again, new copies can be made.
Flock centering for boids means staying near (but not colliding with) other flockmates. We interpret this in a manner similar to velocity matching, with WOs attempting to stay near other WOs as they make copies of themselves at new repositories. In essence, when a WO learns of a new repository and makes a copy of itself there, it should tell the other WOs it knows so they will have the opportunity to make copies of themselves at the new location. Announcing the location of a new repository will thus cause WOs at other repositories that have not reached their soft threshold to create copies that "flow" to the new repository.
At the macro level: in much the same way that flocks self-navigate to new locations that have the resources they need, we envision WOs self-preserving in a loose confederation of cooperating archives each with varying levels of resources and availability. Making copies in new repositories is performed in an opportunistic model, within the guidelines imbued in the WOs at creation time. From time to time an archivist may steer the entire collection (or parts of it) to new archives, but for the most part the WOs replicate themselves.
USW graph creation
We introduce some terminology to discuss how WOs can self-arrange. A graph is a composite object composed of two types of objects: nodes and edges. An edge connects exactly two nodes and the edge can be directional or not. The nodes directly connected to particular WO (i.e., they share an edge) are considered its friends. A Family is all WOs that are replicas of each other. A Parent is the family member that was first inserted into the graph and is responsible for ensuring that enough family members are created to meet its preservation goals.
Based on a review of graph structures, their characteristics and attributes, small-world graphs appear to be the most practical choice for minimizing a graph's size, communication costs, and construction effort. Small-world graphs also emulate natural processes and occur often in nature and human endeavors, whereas regular and random graphs are relatively infrequent.
A wandering WO is introduced to an existing WO in the graph. The wanderer gets a list of friends from the WO it is introduced to. If the wandering WO does not form a friendship link with the initial WO, it will select another candidate WO that it has learned of from all its conversations with other WOs it has encountered. When the wandering WO finally makes a friendship link, it will then look back at all the WOs that it did not connect with as well as some that it was intending to communicate with and make friendship links with some of them. This process with 4 WOs is shown in Fig. 1 .
Friendship links are separate from HTML navigation links (i.e., <link> instead of <a> HTML elements). These links serve as a way for WOs to send messages from one to another, such as when new storage locations are available or messages concerning the scope and migration of file formats (cf. the semi-automated alert system described in Panic [28] ). Friendship links support the replication process. If a WO needs to replicate itself and it has a friend that lives on a different host and if there is room on that host for an additional WO, then the WO can replicate itself onto the new host. Replication is how a family grows from a single copy (a parent) to multiple copies (a family).
A WO's family members will be spread across a collection of hosts. A complete description of a WO's position in a family structure and the host that it is living on is given by WO n,c,h , where definitions:
preservation copies c hard = max. preservation copies n max = max. WOs h max = max. hosts h cap = host capacity n, c, h constraints:
Policies for self-replication
We model three different replication policies to quantify and qualify their effects on the system as measured in two different areas. The first being how effective the replication policy is at having as many WOs as possible achieve c hard copies. The second area is the communication costs associated with each replication policy as the system grows.
We focus on the following replication policies (assuming that the WO has defined values for c soft and c hard ):
1. Least aggressive-a WO will only make a single replication copy at a time, regardless of how many copies are needed and how many opportunities are available to the WO at a particular time. It will continue to make single copies until it reaches c hard . 2. Moderately aggressive-a WO will make as many copies as it can to reach c soft when it makes its first connection. Thereupon it will fall back to least aggressive behavior. 3. Most aggressive-a WO will make as many copies as it can to reach c hard at every opportunity. data. WOs are created and added sequentially to the model. In Fig. 2 , WOs are added in a spiral fashion starting at the center of the left-hand plot, and newer WOs are plotted in a circular manner from the center (see Fig. 3 ). This presentation is much the same as the rings of a tree, in that the oldest are in center and the youngest are on the outer edge.
The preservation status of a WO is reported by the color assigned to the WO. Initially the WO has c = 0 copies and is colored red. As the WO creates copies, the color changes to yellow. When the WO reaches c soft , the color changes to green. When c hard is reached, the WO turns blue. The rules of the model (based on our interpretation of Reynolds's "boids") permit the killing of one WO's replication copies for the sake of creating a copy of a WO that needs to reach its c soft (i.e., if a WO 1,c,h has more than its c soft and WO 2,c,h has not reached its c soft , then WO 1,c,h will sacrifice one of its copies so that the other WO can move closer to c soft ). Sacrificing a preservation copy for the betterment of the whole is the embodiment of velocity matching. The effect of this behavior is that a WO can change color from red to yellow to green and then possibly to blue. If the WO changes to blue, it might oscillate between green and blue as its preservation copies oscillate between c soft and c hard . A WO will never sacrifice a copy if it has not exceeded its c soft . The histogram under the WO circular plot shows the percentage of WOs in each of the different preservation copy states as a function of T step .
The host preservation utilization status is shown in the right half of Fig. 2 . The universe of possible hosts is constant and is represented by the upper right half plot. Hosts that are not being used are shown in gray. The placement of the host in the figure is based on the host's sequential number in the model. Those hosts that are used are drawn in one of five colors. If the host is used in the model but is not hosting any preservation copies, then it is colored white. If less than 25 % of the host's capacity is used then it is colored red. Similarly, it is yellow if less than 50 % is used, green if less than 75 %, and blue if greater than 75 %. The histogram on the host's side shows the percentage of the hosts that are in any of the particular states.
Model parameters are n max = 500, c soft = 3, c hard = 5, h max = 1000, h cap = 5. The model runs until steady state is reached. A steady state is defined as follows: all WOs are unable to locate candidate hosts on which to store preservation copies. Steady state is reached at different times based on the replication policy. In all cases, all n max WOs have been introduced into the model by T step = 100. c soft = 3 was chosen as a lower limit in order to have at least 0.999 % probability that one or more WO would remain after 1 year based on random measured loss rate of 11 % in the first year [51] . Losses can come from failures, or threats [49] , and may be compensated by using techniques based from self-preserving digital objects (SPDOs) [21] , or an outside process such as a Crew Intelligence System [20] . A future area of work could be to include the ability of WOs to modify their responses to attack, thereby enhancing their collective behavior [53] .
The initial WO is plotted in the center of the left-hand upper quadrant of each composite, Fig. 3a shows the first five WOs in the system. The one in the center is the oldest WO, while the others are younger. Younger WOs are plotted further and further from the eldest WO in much the same way as new tree growth is added to the outer edge of the trunk. The five WOs currently in the system (see Fig. 3a ) live on hosts in the system. Hosts can live anywhere on the network and where a particular host lives does not carry any additional information. Plotting of the hosts in the same manner as the WOs (i.e., tree rings) could even be misleading because the assignment of WOs to hosts can be a completely random process. The hosts in Fig. 3 have a finite store capacity that their respective system administrators have allocated to the preservation of copies of "foreign" WOs. Foreign copies are copies of WOs that originated on another host are being preserved on the local host.
At any point in time during the simulation, there will likely be a difference in the number of preservation copies that the WOs want to create and the preservation capacity of all the hosts. Reynolds's rules attempt to balance these two requirements over time. Figure 3a indicates that the WOs have each made some number of copies (they are colored yellow vice red) and those copies are spread across some of the hosts in a non-even manner. One host has used all its capacity (as shown in blue), while one has not used any (as shown in white). The remaining hosts have used something in between those two extremes (they are yellow and red). Below both the WO "tree ring presentation" and the host "field" is a histogram showing how the system evolves over time. In Fig. 3a , the histograms do not show too much information because the figure shows the T slice = 1 of system growth.
In Fig. 3b , T slice = 10, the tree ring growth of the WOs is becoming more apparent. Older WOs have had more opportunities to make preservation copies of themselves; therefore, there is more green and blue in the center of the WO plot. Many of the hosts are have reached h cap , as indicated by the number of blue hosts. The histograms are starting to become filled with data. The WO histogram is starting to show that the percentage of the WOs that have made some, but not all their preservation copies (those in yellow) is starting to grow, while the percentage of those that have reached their goals is lessening. The hosts histogram is starting to show that the percentage of the hosts that have been discovered and added to the system (the grey area) is starting to decrease. A WO will be local to exactly one host. A host may have more than one WO local to it. A WO will not put a preservation copy on any host that it lives on, or one that already has a preservation copy of itself.
In Fig. 3c , T slice = 50, the tree ring presentation of the WO success at preservation is becoming more pronounced.
Younger WOs are struggling to make copies, while the old ones are maintaining their copies. More of the hosts are being brought into the system (the percentage of grey hosts is decreasing), but a significant percentage of the hosts is not being used for preservation (those shown in white).
In Fig. 3d , T slice = 100, all WOs have been introduced into the system. The tree ring preservation effect is still evident, and some of the new WOs have been fortunate enough to make some number of preservation copies (as shown by the yellow markers in the sea of red). The percentage of hosts that are still not preserving any WOs is still significant, and the percentage of hosts that have reached h cap is holding constant. The system will continue to evolve until it reaches a steady state, when those WOs that have preserved as many copies of themselves as they can be based on their knowledge of hosts that have excess preservation capacity. The final time slice for this particular graph is shown in Fig. 4a . Figure 4 shows the steady state condition of the same system using the three different replication policies. All WOs have been introduced into the system by T step = 100 (as shown by the "kink" in the percentage of hosts that are used histogram). Each replication policy resulted in a significantly different time to reach a steady state. A steady state in the system is achieved when the WOs have made as many preservation copies as they are able to based on the number of friends that they have acquired when the system was in a growth phase and the number of unique hosts that those friends live on. The WOs are programmed to attempt to achieve between 3 and 5 preservation copies, while the hosts are limited to a preservation capacity of 5. The hosts have enough preservation capacity to accommodate the preservation needs of all the WOs. If the WO can locate enough unique hosts via its friends, then it will be able to meet its preservation goals. The least aggressive policy reaches steady state after T step = 334 (see Fig. 4a ) and there is a significant percentage of the WOs that have not been able to make any preservation copies (as shown by the lower-most (red) band in the histogram. As shown in the host half of the figure, many of the hosts are not preserving any WOs and those hosts that are preserving have reached their capacity.
Replication policies

Preservation status when the system reaches steady state
The moderately aggressive policy reaches steady state after T step = 554 (see Fig. 4b ). Prior to T step = 100, most of the WOs have made most of their preservation copies. After T step = 100, the percentage achieving c hard slowly increases until steady state at T step = 554. The hosts' preservation capacity is used by the WOs in the system almost as quickly as the hosts come on line. This is indicated by the very narrow white region between the unused host region and the totally used region. At steady state, only a very few of the hosts have not been totally used (as shown by the few host usage squares that are neither blue or grey).
The most aggressive policy reaches steady state after T step = 300 (see Fig. 4c ). Close examination of the host histograms in Fig. 4b , c shows almost identical behavior both prior to T step = 100 and at steady state. Comparing the host usage plot in the two figures show that slightly more hosts have unused capacity based on a most aggressive policy than a moderately aggressive policy (390 vs. 397). Based on n max WOs in the system, the difference between the two policies host under utilization does not appear to be significant.
Communication phases while the system strives to reach steady state
From the WO's perspective, there are two distinct phases of communication. The first is when the WO is wandering through the graph and collecting information from WOs that are already connected into the graph, called the growth phase. The second is after the WO is connected into the graph and based on the current replication policy has made some number of preservation copies, called the maintenance phase. During the growth phase, the WO is aggressively communicating with other WOs, while in the maintenance phase, the WO is responding to queries and communications from other WOs. This change in communication patterns occurs at T step = 100 in Fig. 4 . T step = 100 in Fig. 4 corresponds to approximately S t = 3500 in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 shows the communications for 2 different WOs and the system in total as a function of the replication policy. WO 1,c,h and WO 250,c,h were selected to represent the messaging profiles of all WOs to see if the profile changes as a function of when a WO enters the system. Time in Fig. 5 runs until S t = 15,000 and messages are counted in bins sized to 100 simulation events. Looking at Fig. 5a , b, d, e, g, h, there is a marked difference in the communication curves between WO 1,c,h and WO 250,c,h . These curves (with only minor differences) are consistent across all replication policies. WO 1,c,h (the earliest WO introduced into the system), sends a rather modest number of messages O(2n) to WOs that are also in the system as WO 1,c,h attempts to create preservation copies. Under the least aggressive policy (see Fig. 5a ), WO 1,c,h sends a few messages per time bin until the system enters the maintenance phase. The number of messages sent during the moderately aggressive policy is nominally the same (see Fig. 5d ). While the most aggressive policy results in messages for just a couple of time bins and then virtually no messages are sent (see Fig. 5g ). Regardless of the replication policy, the number of messages that WO 1,c,h receives is about the same. Comparing WO 1,c,h and WO 250,c,h message curves indicates that the system discovered by the later WO is very different than the one discovered by the earliest WO. The late arriving node has more than enough opportunities to satisfy its preservation goals within the T slice = 0. WO 250,c,h sends all of its messages in one time bin and virtually nothing thereafter. This behavior is constant across all replication policies and indicates that the late arriving WOs are able to connect with another WO in very short order (within one time bin) and almost immediately enter into the maintenance phase of their existence. The maintenance phase of the system corresponds to a combination of velocity matching and flocking centering.
The system is in a growth phase from about T slice = 1500 to T slice = 3500 as shown by the rising curves in the "Sum of all WOs" sub-figures. During the growth phase, the wandering node is sending and receiving a lot of messages while attempting to make its initial connection into the graph. After T slice = 3500, the system is in a maintenance phase when the system is attempting to balance the preservation needs of the WOs with the capacity of the hosts. Comparing the message curves for the entire system. Figure 5c , f, i show that there is no qualitative difference between the number of messages sent and received in the system based on replication policy. The nuances of the message curves for early WOs is lost as the order and size of the system increases.
Messages sent and received as the system grows in size
Figures 4 and 5 showed the efficacy and communication costs associated with a system with n max = 500 and h max = 1000. These values allowed the simulation to execute quickly, therefore enabling more options and combinations to be investigated. After determining that a moderately aggressive replication policy enabled a high percentage of WOs to meet at least their c soft goals, the next area of investigation was to determine how the total number of messages changes as a function of system size. Figure 5 clearly shows that there are two different types of communication curves reflecting the different types of communication during the growth and maintenance phases. During the maintenance phase, the WOs are attempting to spread their copies out across all the unique hosts in their friend's network. One of the contributing factors to this spreading is the limited capacity of the hosts to support preservation. In order to remove the effects of maintenance communications and focus purely on the effect of the number of WOs in the system, a series of simulations were run where h cap = 2 * n max . This ensured that there would be room on the host for any WO that discovered the host via one of their friends. Based on the simulations, the total number of messages exchanged during the growth phase approximates O(n 2 ) and the incremental messaging cost of each new WO to the system is O(2n).
Summary
Implementing Reynolds's "boid" premise that a limited number of rules in an autonomic manner can result in WOs behaving in a manner that works towards the betterment of the whole by occasionally sacrificing an individual. Using simulations, we investigated different policies that WOs could use when make preservation copies of themselves. The policies were as follows: (1) be least aggressive and only attempt to make a single copy at a time, (2) be moderately aggressive and initially make at least a minimum number of copies and then revert to policy (1), or (3) be most aggressive and make as many copies as possible at every opportunity. There are distinct communication message curves: one prior to all the WOs being introduced into the system and one after. The growth period is characterized by many messages being sent from the wandering WO and few being received while the WO attempts to make its appropriate number of preservation copies. The maintenance period is characterized by a relatively few number of messages as the WO is directed to sacrifice its preservation copies for the greater good of the graph, and subsequently having to create copies anew. There are distinct differences between the growth message curves of new and late arriving WOs. The number of messages exchanged between WOs is virtually independent of the replication policy used. The difference between the maximum and minimum number of messages was only 18 % when the USW graph had 100 WOs. As the order of the graph increased to 5000 WOs, the percent difference between varied from 1 to 8 %.
Based on simulations of 500 WOs and potentially 500 hosts with limited preservation capacity, a replication policy of moderate aggression enabled the WOs to attain the same preservation percentage in the same time frame as the most aggressive policy and to more slowly exhaust the preservation capacity of the supporting hosts.
Communications
Introduction
The USW interconnected structure composed of WOs and the links (friendship and family) that connect the WOs can be viewed as a graph G(V, E) where each WO corresponds to a vertex V and each link corresponds to an edge E. The change in perspective allows the application of graph theoretic techniques and definitions to be applied. The USW algorithm creates a very specific type of graph: undirected and simple. USW links connect exactly two WOs, and each WO has a reciprocal link to the other WO, and a WO will not have a link back to itself. The number of edges between any two vertices (the source s WO and the terminus t WO) is called the path length δ st .
We investigate the problem of sending a message from a sending WO to a receiving WO (there may be more than one intended recipient) by looking at the factors that affect the path length and the likelihood that the message will actually be delivered based on the path length.
Discussion of message path
During the analysis of the USW graphs, considerable time was spent trying to quantify the number of hops it would take 1. How many hops are necessary to get from a "root" web object (WO) to reach all WOs in a USW graph?
Sample problem and definitions
A sample graph (see Fig. 6 ) will be used to develop equations that can be applied to larger graphs. A small number of symbols are used to describe characteristics of the graph (see Table 1 ). The single most controlling variable in the USW algorithm is β. A secondary variable is γ . We will explain each.
β controls how much of the existing USW graph is "explored" prior to a "wandering" WO making its first connection (see Eq. 1). β is the threshold that a locally generated random number must exceed for a wandering WO to make its first connection to an established WO. As the wandering WO attempts to attach to an established WO, it maintains an internal data structure of WOs that it has failed to attach to (the visited Set) and WOs that it will attempt to attach to in the future (the toBeV isited Set). After the wandering WO attaches to an established WO, friend connections are made to a portion of visited Set ∪ toBeV isited Set. The size of visited Set ∪ toBeV isited Set is the size of the "discovered" USW graph (see Eq. 2). The distinction between the "explored" and the "discovered" portions of the USW graph is that a when a new WO is identified then it becomes part of the "discovered" graph. When a WO is examined and its friend connections are identified, it becomes part of the "explored" graph. If β is a large value less than 1, then the "wandering" WO will have the opportunity to "discover" many WOs.
γ is a multiplicative factor applied to the size of visited Set ∪ toBeV isited Set as part of computing how many WOs to make friendship connections to based on the selection method. At a macro level, β determines how much of the USW graph will be explored and γ determines how much of the discovered graph is remembered. Equations 3 through 8 were derived from Albert, Jeong and Barabási (AJB) [3] and are the basic definitions for the number of nodes n in the graph at any point in time. At that point in time, there is a set of clusters s in the graph. If the graph is connected then there is one cluster. In [3] , the node with the highest degree is removed (along with its adjacent edges) and all values are computed again. n starts at an initial value and is decremented at each time step until all nodes are disconnected. 
The various characteristics in Eqs. 3 through 8 are subject to some mathematical constraints. These constraints are 1 ≤ |LCC| ≤ n (9) m min = 1 when |LCC| == n 2 otherwise (10) m max = 1 when |LCC| == n n − LCC otherwise (11) m min ≤ m ≤ m max (12) The order of the discovered USW graph |V |
The order of the graph, also the number of vertices (n) β
The threshold that a random number has to exceed for the newly introduced WO to make its first connection (i.e., as long as the random number is below β, the newly introduced WO will "wander" through the USW graph) γ
The percentage of WOs that the no longer wandering WO will make connections to ρ(G)
The of the number edges currently in the graph to the total number there could be
The vertices that are directly connected to the WO of interest
In addition to the mathematical constraints, there are a series of logical constraints. These constraints are 1. s < |LCC| (see Eq. 8) 2. S will always be in the range 1 n ≤ S ≤ 1 (see Eq. 7) 3. If |LCC| == 1, then ∀c :| c i = 1 ⇒ m = n meaning that anytime where m == n and |LCC| = 1 is a contradiction and cannot happen. 4. If |LCC| == n 2 ⇒ m max = n 2 where ∀c i :|c i | == 1. 5. If |LCC| == n j ⇒ m max = n j where ∀c i :|c i | == 1. 6. If |LCC| == (n − 1) ⇒ m = 2. Constraint 6.2.1 limits |LCC| between n and 1. |LCC| will equal n when the graph is connected (i.e., the graph has not been fragmented). LCC will equal 1 when the graph is totally disconnected (i.e., the graph is composed of only nodes and no edges). Equation 12 limits the number of fragments m to between 1 and n. Equation 13 limits the number of fragments to the greater of 1 (when the graph is totally connected; i.e. one cluster) or n (when the graph is totally disconnected). Albert, Jeong and Barabási (AJB) were interested in the fraction f of their graphs that had to be removed to cross a percolation threshold that would cause the graph to become severely fragmented. We are interested in the continuum of the graph's performance while it is connected and after it is disconnected. The percolation threshold is of passing interest, while the ideas that they espouse serve as starting point for our investigation.
Analysis
The number of WOs at any number of hops from WO# 1 in the sample graph is shown in Table 2 . Examination of the total summation equation in the table, reveals that is a geometric series: 
number O f Edges is the number of edges that a message would have traverse to go from WO#1 to all WOs in the graph. Once the message was received by the most distant WO, it would not go any further.
Other considerations
A number of things can be surmised based on the above analysis and the fundamental questions:
1. Graph omniscience: If n and k are given, then the entire graph must have been explored.
Graph exploration:
If the graph has been explored, then the average path length for the graph can be computed using:
3. Average path length: Is a more realistic value for how many hops are required than number O f Edges from Eq. 22. 4. Distances in a USW graph: Distances between WOs in a USW graph are independent of how the USW graph is constructed. 5. Availability of graph related information: If n and k are given, then why not all the information about the entire graph? If the label for each node in the USW graph was its canonical name, then all information would be available and the basic problem becomes trivial.
The WO's name is sufficient for the underlying Internet architecture to make the distance between any WOs a constant 1.
A different approach
The text and equations in the previous sections are correct in as far as they go. Based on further analysis, it is possible that there are other approaches that are as equally valid.
The following sections approach the problem starting with posing slightly different questions, followed by how the Unsupervised Small-World is constructed, how Unsupervised Small-World WOs could be selected by an external user or agent, how the Unsupervised Small-World WOs could communicate messages from one to another, and concludes with an evaluation of the different scenarios.
Posing a different question
The original question was 1. How many hops are necessary to get from a "root" web object (WO) to reach all WOs in a USW graph?
and could be open to interpretation. So it has been replaced by the following questions:
1. How many hops are necessary to get a singular message from a "root" WO to a WO in a USW graph? 2. How many hops are necessary to get the same message from a "root" WO to all WOs in a USW graph?
The first replacement question speaks to a "unicast" message from one sender to one receiver. The second question speaks to a "broadcast" message from one sender to all WOs. In fact, the second replacement question is a special case of the first question. The time to send a message to the most remote WO (there are many different ways to define what is remote) will always be less than the time to send the same message to those WOs that are less remote. We will focus on solving the first question.
Unsupervised Small-World construction
The construction of a USW graph is dependent on the control parameters β and γ . As the new WO wanders through the USW graph, it collects information about the USW structure. After making its first connection, the WO will make connections to γ of the USW WOs that it has discovered. Based on these definitions
e new = γ * n d + 2 ( 3 2 ) When the wandering node is connected into the USW graph, the USW graph has grown by 1 WO and e new edges. The factor of two in Eq. 32 accounts for the two unidirectional edges added when the wandering WO made its first connection.
The density of a graph ρ(G) = m ( n 2 )
[7] can be used as a surrogate for k . k is an important descriptor of the USW graph and has a profound impact on the how much of the graph is known by any single WO. Therefore, the question of how e new affects ρ(G) is important (In the interest of clarity, |E| will be used vice m for the following equations):
|E|(n 2 + n) = e new (n − 1)
Based on Eq. 41, the following prediction can be made about ρ(G):
As ρ(G) goes, so goes k .
Unsupervised Small-World WO selection options
When a WO is activated or selected by someone (or some agent) browsing the Web, the WO engages in a series of maintenance activities. Two of these activities are to read messages and to send messages. For this discussion, we focus on the sending of messages and assume that the WO acts appropriately on whatever messages it reads. A WO can be selected based on one of these conditions:
1. Uniform random selection: Every WO has exactly the same likelihood of being selected as every other WO.
Based on Eq. 45, the larger graph becomes, the more number of random selections it will take to reach a predefined expectation of success.
Degree based selection:
A vector is created which contains each WO its degree d(v) = k number of times.
Meaning that if a WO has a degree of 4, then it would be in the vector 4 times. Therefore,
Based on Eq. 48, the more unbalanced the degree distribution of the graph, the more degree biased selections will be needed to select the least connected WO.
Age based selection: A vector is created which contains
each WO a number of times based on its age. If the newest WO is normalized to one, the oldest will be greater than one. If the oldest is normalized to one, then the newest will be greater than one. Therefore, the formulation for computing j is exactly the same as the technique used in Eq. 48, only substituting one for min(d) and age for d. As the graph ages, it will take more and more selections to select the WOs with an age of one. 4. Popularity: Some WOs are more "popular" than others. The definition of "popular" is open for discussion, but it will rank order all the WOs to some standard.
Using that standard and making the least "popular" WO as a one, then the same formulation used in Eq. 48 is applicable, substituting one for min(d) and popularity for d.
Unsupervised Small-World WO communication mechanisms
There are four basic communications mechanisms, gossip based [6] , store-and-forward, bus style, and tuple based [9] . Gossip is a variation on store-and-forward and will be considered as part of the store-and-forward discussion. In the store and forward technique, a message is received and if it is not addressed to the recipient, it is forwarded on to another intermediary recipient. In the bus technique, a signal is sent out that a message is coming, everyone on the bus listens, and if the message is addressed to them then they take an action. Tuple style communication applies the idea of associating a set of identifying tuples with a message, placing the tuple message into "tuple space", and a recipient queries tuple space to receive messages. These data fields are assumed to be in the message, they may or may not be used based on the technique being discussed:
1. To: The intended recipient. 2. From: Who originated the message. 3. Via: Who has seen the message so far. 4. Time to live (TTL): How many WOs can see this message.
Store and forward (e-mail style communications)
Different store-and-forward selection models that could be employed include the following:
1. Randomly forward: All fields in the message (other than To) are ignored. The next single recipient of the message is selected at random from all the |Γ v | V . Messages sent using this technique will take θ(n 3 ) [29] attempts to reach the intended recipient. 2. Forward to everyone: All fields in the message (other than To and TTL) are ignored. Each time the message is received, the TTL field is decremented. If the TTL reaches 0, the message is silently discarded. Otherwise, the message is forwarded to everyone in the |Γ v | V . This flooding will occur at each node until the TTL reaches 0 and the number of messages in circulation at any time will be TTL * k . If the TTL is not large enough, the message may never be received.
Forward to others that have not seen the message: The
From and Via fields of the message are examined to see if they are not in the |Γ v | V of the current recipient. If the TTL is not 0, then the message is forwarded to all who have not seen the message yet. The number of messages in circulation will be less than TTL * k and messages may die sooner than the TTL based on not being forwarded back to WOs on the Via list. As can be seen in Table 3 , the number of selections necessary to achieve a 0.95 confidence of the least likely WO being selected can vary considerably based on the selection criteria. The number of selections required to ensure that a message is received by the "lowest evaluated" recipient is the product of the communications mechanism and the recipient selection criteria.
The representative selection models were evaluated to determine how many selections would be necessary to reach a 0.95 % probability of reaching the "least" likely WO (see Fig. 7 ). The vertical green line is 0.95 % and each of the horizontal green lines indicates the number of selections required to reach the acceptable level. All of the curves in the figure have the same basic shape, only offset vertically from each other.
The cumulative probability function (CPF) for the representative selection models is shown in Fig. 8 . The figure shows two plots of the same data. As seen in Fig. 8a , the curves for all but the Popularity selection are almost stacked on top of one another. In Fig. 8b , the X-axis is a log scale in order to show the activity in the lower region. A subjective evaluation of the performance of all the a communications techniques based on the WO selection criteria is shown in Table 4 .
Bus
Using bus style communications, the time for a message to go from the sender intended recipient after getting control of the bus is 1. Getting control of the bus will be dependent on n due to contention for control. If the WOs are too talky this should not be an issue.
Tuple based
Carriero and Gelernter in [9, 16, 26] provide an explanation and an overview of the Linda communication model as implemented in various languages and for representative applications. Linda's communication model is summarized in If two processes need to communicate, they do not exchange a variable; instead, the data producing process generates a new data object (called a tuple) and sets it adrift in a region called tuple space.
Nicholas Carriero and David Gelernter [9] . Asynchronously the sender writes a message into the tuple space (perhaps) without specifically identifying the intended recipient. Instead, attached to each message are a set of "characteristics" of the intended recipient. A candidate recipient queries the tuple space to retrieve any messages there that match the recipient's characteristics and processes the messages returned by the query. Using bus style communications, the time for a message to go from the sender intended recipient after the message is in tuple space is 1. The size of the tuple space will affect query time.
The number of "hops" that a message must take to reach all WOs in a USW graph has been computed. But another question has been raised:
How long will it take for the same message from a "root" WO to reach a given percentage of all WOs in a USW graph?
The ultimate answer depends on the number of users or agents accessing the graph per unit time, and the number of accesses required for 95 % assurance that all USW WOs have received the message will be between θ(1) and θ(n 3 ). The number of users or agents and how active they are per unit time will determine how long it takes for a message to be received by a particular WO.
Summary
Equation 22 shows how to compute the number of hops m needed to reach all WOs in a USW graph with n WOs and when the graph has an average degree of k . The equation will work for any sized graph, but is very sensitive to all WOs having the same k . Table 7 shows the number of uniform random selections necessary to reach different CDF based on graph order. The values come from the USW simulator.
The number of USW WO selections necessary to ensure that the WO ranking lowest based on the selection criteria has the form log (1−a) log criteria−min(criterion) criteria , where a is the acceptance level.
The selection criteria (uniform random, age, degree, popularity, etc.) has a significant impact on the number of selections needed to reach the acceptance level. The effectiveness of the communications mechanism is a multiplicative factor in the number of selections that are necessary. Communications mechanisms can operate in the range of θ(1) to θ(n 3 ). WO selection based on uniform random selection using bus, or tuple space style communications results in the fewest number of WOs needed to be selected to reach any given acceptance threshold.
With an estimate of the number of WOs that must be selected to achieve the acceptance threshold and a estimate of the number of WOs that will be accessed per unit time, the length of time to reach the acceptance threshold is a simple division. The simplest technique to reduce the time for a message to be received by the intended recipient is to have an agent that constantly activates the USW WOs.
Discussion of the likelihood that a message will be received
A fundamental way to measure the performance of any communication system is How long will it take for the same message from a "root" WO to reach a given percentage of all WOs in a USW graph? This section delves into answering that question. A number of different sized USW graphs were created, with different values of β and γ and three different USW graph stimulation policies. Message delivery to all WOs is based on the degree distribution of the graph and an equation that predicts the probability that a particular WO will receive the message at any particular time is derived.
Analysis
The analysis is based on running the USW simulator with varying graph sizes, varying values for β and γ and varying how an outside entity would "ping" a WO within the graph. The graph was allowed to be created as determined by β and γ before a message was introduced.
Three different "ping" selection policies were simulated. They are -Sequential: every WO in the graph was selected. This served as a baseline to assist in the evaluation of the other policies. -Random: a WO was selected at random from all the WOs in the graph.
-Degree biased: the WO as selected partially on its degree k.
In order to be able to select a WO to "ping" based on its degree, a degree distribution set of the entire graph had to be created. Along with the degree set, another data structure maintained a list of WOs based on their degree. After the set was created, a vector was created that had the same number of entries per degree as the degree from the set. If the set looked like {3, 6, 9}, then the vector would look like 333666666999999999 A member of the vector was chosen in a uniform random manner. The degree that was chosen was used as a pointer to the list of WOs that had that degree. From the list of WOs that all have the chosen degree, one WO was chosen in a uniform random manner.
WO #0 was selected to send a message to all WOs. When a WO was "pinged" it would do its normal housekeeping and check for Linda style messages. The "pinged" WO would check to see if it had received the message before and would print a log message stating that this was the first time it had received the message, or if this was an old message. The log message stating this was a new message was captured for the analysis.
Initial testing of the algorithm showed that it was nearly impossible for all the WOs to be pinged without some duplicate pings and that the entire selection process would have to be repeated a number of times to raise the likelihood that all WOs would have a chance to be "pinged." Each of these iterations is called an epoch in recognition that there is considerable time involved in pinging all the WOs in the graph. The pinging process runs for 20 epochs.
The simulator was run and the number of epochs needed to for all the WOs to acknowledge they had received the message is summarized in Table 5 . As expected using the Sequential approach has all WOs receiving the message in 1 epoch. Random selection was able to reach all WOs in about 10 epochs under all β and γ values. Degree biased selection quickly fell apart, in many cases requiring greater than 20 epochs (Closer analysis may show that those cases where 19 epochs were reported, may also really need more than 20).
Looking at the cases where the WOs were not able to receive the message in 20 epochs, a common characteristic came into view. The degree distribution was heavily skewed into a long head or a long tail (see Fig. 9 ). Where the degree distribution was not heavily skewed, the message was delivered to all WOs within 20 epochs. 1.0 1.0 >20 >20 >20
Probabilistic analysis
We investigate the likelihood that a message will be delivered as a binomial distribution probabilistic problem with slight modifications. Classic binomial distribution meets the following assumptions:
1. there are only two possible outcomes for each trial, 2. the probability of success is the same for each trial, 3. there are n trials, where n is a constant, 4. the n trials are independent.
The classic binomial distribution [36] is described by
Equation 49 returns the likelihood that there are x "successes" out of n trials; the likelihood of a trial succeeding is p. The number of trials to remains constant for families B and C for both scenarios because reception by one of member of each family is sufficient for the message to be passed along to the next member in the path. The number of trials is marked different for the receiving WO because in the first scenario only one WO has to receive the message, but in the second there is at least a c likelihood that all members of the receiving family gets the message
We are interested in applying the binomial distribution under two different scenarios. The scenarios are 1. a message is sent to a single member of a "family" simulating that a sending WO wants to convey a message to a member of another family and then has no interest in the message there after. 2. A message is sent to all "family" members simulating that an active maintainer WO has information that all family members need to know.
To address these scenarios, the classic binomial distribution assumptions are modified (by striking out one assumption) to:
1. There are only two possible outcomes for each trial, 2. The probability of success is the same for each trial, 3. for our analysis, we will be computing n, therefore; 4. The n trials are independent, and 5. A probability of success c is given.
To see the effect of these assumptions, we create a small USW graph with the following characteristics:
1. there are nine non-participating WOs, 2. there is one sending WO, 3. the sending WO has a friendship link to the B family, 4. the B family has a friendship link to the C family, 5. the C family has friendship links with all members of the intended receiving family.
The store and forward message path is Sending WO → B → C → Receiving family The desired probability of success is 0.95. The number of trials to meet c is shown in Table 6 .
Summary
Based on data from the USW simulator, the probability that a particular WO will receive a message is
The number of "pings" that might be required to ensure that all WOs get the message is at least 1 P(WO) and if P(WO) is small, some multiple of the least number of pings. Because selection of WO to ping is a random function, there is no guarantee that all WOs will in fact be pinged, regardless of how many epochs pass. All that can be hoped for is that the probability of not being "pinged" is acceptably low.
Degree distribution and message delivery times
We document the time the it takes for a message to propagate through a set of graphs based on different USW values for β and γ . Figure 10a -c show a collection of data for a USW graph of order 1000. Data shown include 1. Sequential: the number of epochs necessary for 100 % of the WOs to receive the message if the WOs are accessed sequentially. This plot is always a straight line, but it is included for completeness. 2. Random: the number of epochs necessary for 100 % of the WO to receive the message if the WOs are accessed randomly. The curve will asymptotically approach 100 %. 3. Degree biased selection: the WOs with higher degrees k are preferentially selected over those with lessor degrees. Some WOs will never get the message because their k is too low relative to other WOs.
Extended analysis of these and other test cases are included in [11] .
Summary
The following general statements can be made:
1. Sequentially accessing all WOs will ensure that the message is received in one epoch (Trivial case). 2. Extremely skewed degree distributions will ensure that at least some of the WOs will never get the message (Pathological case).
Between these two extremes, if the system were given enough time then all WOs would get the message. It becomes a design decision as to how much energy must be put into the system to reach an acceptable level of likelihood that enough WOs have received the message. External entities (digital Table 7 A comparison and analysis of the number of selections needed to reach a level of confidence versus the order of the graph based on uniform random selection libraries, institutions interested in ensuring the preservation of their data, altruistic individuals, etc.) could have processes, procedures, or agents that continually put "energy" into the USW system to facilitate WO to WO communication as shown in Table 7 .
Conclusion
Based on simulations, a moderate aggressive replication policy enabled WOs to attain the same level of preservation as the most aggressive policy when the system was allowed to reach a stable condition. A stable condition is defined as one where the system is unable to increase the number of preserved copies under current conditions. Based on simulations and analysis of larger USW models, USW systems with extremely skewed degree distributions, using a "store and forward" style of message forwarding, and random WO access, there is a possibility that some WOs will never receive messages. Accessing all USW WOs sequentially will ensure that all WOs eventually receive all messages. Random WO access is expected to be more like access in fielded systems. Sequential access is probably extremely unlikely and costly in terms of system maintenance. The use of an "outside message" database [1,2] is a viable way to ensure that WO messages are available whenever a WO is accessed, and will greatly improve system message delivery rates.
The Unsupervised Small-World (USW) provides a mechanism for WOs to preserve themselves based on how often a WO is accessed. Accessing a WO and executing the USW algorithm will create a graph of WOs that has smallworld characteristics. Use of an external USW messaging mechanism greatly increases the speed that WO to WO communicate. When WOs are able to interact directly with other WOs, then the need for an external message mechanism will be eliminated.
